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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This # picks up the first available line.
B Conference Call:
C Skype:

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Current Program Archives
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “More Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one being at
the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST
Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 860 – 970-0300; PIN 9467441#

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Cheryl Croci

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

Thank you!

BBS: • A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $ 300 each week; this week, we need $ 375 for the radio.
Many thanks to everyone for paying it forward!
• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal
button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for one of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of other BBS programs; the money we pay to listen to
someone else's archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee..
T & R: • They also need $400 for some bills, food, computer expenses.
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the website:
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
Koran999@comcast.com
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

MR:
T:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
if you have any trouble hearing, there is an issue with the sound and it is an
emergency - so call this number: 1-888- 429 – 5471
• if you cannot get through, use this # 1-888 – 710-8061

Hard News:
T: things are moving faster than they can embrace, and no one is telling them mucn
R: spoke to the 3 blondes from Pleiades
• the energies are getting better and better and better
• at the same time, the idea is being pushed about America going to war
• These are futile attempts at creating a false reality based on a timeline that has already been
deleted from the program, the one about CA falling into the ocean and a nuclear winter etc etc – all
cancelled!!!!
• there are just slivers of truth in various places – takes a lot of discernment to find it
• they are scared s*** less!
• We are in Sat Yuga, and watching the Kali Yuga and the matrix die out - the other 6 universes are in anti
matter and do not go through the limited gyrations we are going through in the Universe of
Nebadon
• Some realms were spared during what happened after the 1 st Creation
• They talked of cognitive dissonance and WMDs with mouths saying one thing, and hands doing other
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things
• The dark ones have a limited place in the scheme of things – they are not out of love, but they are
going to the Dark Rift
• the blonde ladies he talked to are Ship Commanders of the Pleiadian Fleet: they are posing as students in
a local college: they are part of the ground crew.
• These ones are walking in the West Wing with the C-in-Chief – we won't be seeing this in any
version of the TV West Wing!
• We are in the most intense minutes – it's extremely serious and joyous all at the same time – we
cannot condemn them because we were part of the lie in the beginning
• Now we have the instruction manual for ET 101: it is about love
R is having a hard time this week due to all the death going on; at the same time, there is lots to be joyous
about
• Joan Rivers was taken out in the doctor's office: the AMA is not here to save us – they want to collect on
the insurance money for all the “useless eaters”
Camp Loveway:
Guest was the lady who knows Clarence Carnicom who teaches about chemtrails – he has moved from
Santa Fe to Idaho; has a lab there
• Since he went up there, he has isolated a “thing” in the chemtrail – the lady talked about it: the
morgellans and the fibres that come out of your skin that look like the same kind of wires that go to
your computer and key boards and so on
• There are “things” living in his petri dishes in Idaho – from the chemtrails; they are actual
biological life forms; the lady described them as genetically engineered because when he put it
under the elecron microscope, he found sensors and technology like Whitley Screiber described: he
had a living implant in his inner ear and when the doctor tried to take it out, it went further into his
inner ear and attached itself to his inner ear. Cannot get them out
• The implants go for your neural pathways that connect to your brain; when they connect with your
brain, it does certain things to your brain and you end up receiving instructions from the Black
Ops who run the MK Ultra Program.
• Talks about an insidious program from these insidious lifeforms who are upset and they have devised a
system where they can hook up your kitchen sink from the sewer systems and if they want to
inject poison into your water system, they can do that
• The 3 Pleiadian ladies said do not take what you see on the TV to heart; it is about a false agenda
timeline that has been cancelled yet it has not caught up with the media
Reading: 2014, Sept 13 Missouri Right Ward Shift – TrymaIne Lee

[SEE BELOW]

Reading:
[SEE BELOW]
2014, Aug 31 September 11, 2001~ The Crimes of War Committed “In the Name of 9~11″
Meditation:

THE ELDERS ~ SEPTEMBER 2014 & THE RE-UNION OF HEARTS

[SEE BELOW]

Mp3 download www.pleiadianlight.net/free-downloads
You Tube video http://youtu.be/giz1WxH4kwc
Astrology:
Richard
Astro.com – where you can go to see the chart for the day
Today: Pluto is overhead in Capricorn
• Mercury has just set; is conjunct the North Node; is opposite Uranus – have a cardinal T-Square
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with Mercury Rising in Libra
• Venus and Sun set in Virgo a couple of hours ago
• the other T square: the moon in late Taurus, opposite Saturn in Scorpio and Mars going into Sag.
• moon was opposite Saturn in the early morning; tonight at 3 am it will be opposite Mars
• Mars was in late Taurus on Thurs night, moving into early Sag; Moon in late Scorpio; Chiron &
Neptune still in Pisces
• in Sagittarius - Venus trines Pluto tomorrow morning: the beauty of Venus + the spiritual
Government of Pluto
• had the full moon in Pisces on Monday and Tuesday; then the load of energy on the 10 th
Sun: Moon Squares Neptune in the middle of the day,squares Chiron - they are 10* apart
Mon: the last quarter moon; moon goes into Cancer
Tues: moon still there in Cancer
Wed: Moon opposite Pluto & square Uranus at the end of the day; Venus opposite Mercury on Wed
Thurs: in Capricorn all day; moon goes into Leo at 11 pm; the moon occulting Uranus
Thurs: Moon square Mercury; sextile the sun; moon in Taurus yesterday and today
Fri: Overnight we'll see moon in Leo - Moon trine Mars in early Sag [4*]
Sat: Moon conjuncts Jupiter which is in 13 Leo - almost the end of Virgo
Sunday, 21st - Moon squares Neptune late in the day; goes into early Virgo; Mars will be square Neptune
Mon: 22nd – Pluto goes direct after being retrograde for about 5 months
Today: Mercury in 16*, Jupiter in 13*, Uranus 15* - middle of the constellation is the strongest
Audio: 2014, Sept 9 Pele Report, Astrology Forecast
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=rzMcbPSCvEM

2014, Sept 09 Full Moon
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Having been pushed and having to claw,
I’ve made my way through the birth canal.
And if I believe I will be,
The change the world has been waiting to see.
Now I have to put a couple of conditions on this Pele Report. Number one is…. don’t forget…. Mars doesn’t
go into Sag until Saturday and a lot can happen between now and then! Second, I don’t know that I
stressed enough in the report the weirdness that can go down with Mercury/Uranus this whole week. You
need to be relaxed to take the curve balls that can be coming your way as Uranus is a quirky bedfellow to
Mercury! It’s like the final stretch before the summit and it can be a slippery slope.
I included the chart for the Full Moon yesterday because it will still be in effect for most of this week and
into the weekend. It is kind of a time, if you remember the old western movies where the gunslinger shoots
at the ground in front of the poor nice guy and says “Dance partner, Dance!” Put on your dancin’ shoes!
Music by Adey http://adey.bandcamp.com/
Reading: The Oracle Report
"Holding the Line: Virgo 2014 Cycle"

[SEE BELOW]
Saturday, September 13, 2014

Conference Call
C: an article about the Cardinal of Ireland is stepping down
R: from the ITTCS website – the common law website we go to the website and read directly from the site, plus some other material

[SEE BELOW]

C asking about Ebola virus
• 5000 MG of Vit C a day will get it under controls
Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea, there's another strain
in the Congo – they want to delete about 50% of the population
• All we can do is go to the highest vibration we can go to, and
• in 2007, she heard that the conditions on the surface it looks the same, but under the surface the icebergs
are increasing.
• Since 1988, Freon was banned – it was burning a bigger hole in the ozone than already existed.
Now the announcement is that the hole is getting smaller – couldn't be a minute too soon:
the methane gas is leaking – it's extinction material for all life [if something does not change things'
the 2 holes in Siberia, Russia are leaking too – methane gas burned the two holes in Siberia
C: a book – When Rocks Cry Out!
T: we read it on line!
C: what is the next bit of research that corroborates thins?
T: Secret Places of the Lion – George Hunt Williamson; links up with this; Brother Philip is the pen name
of G.H. Williamson: wrote Secret of the Andes – this one was written a long time ago & things
have changed a lot
R: Monca and Korton have been channeling from there but things have changed because people's
consciousness has risen
T: learned about When Rocks Cry Out from Lord Jamal
he is hooked up with St Germaine
• When the Moors ruled Europe: 1 hr, 42 minutes – the only time when Europe was in a Renaissance
Ivan Van Stima – has written books on this topic: They Came before Columbus
• FDR was given the polio, and was murdered in 1945 – he did a lot of good things
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• a woman called Frances: his mistress for a long time; she saw to it that things happened.
• Queen Elizabeth's mother [queen mother] was Nobel Drew Ali's mother!
• So QE 2 and Drew Ali are half siblings
• Auntie Gladys of the Moabite Aboriginal Nation gave her the info
BBS:
www.nutritionfacts.org a science-based source for nutrition
• 2012 uprooting the leading causes of death – his single most viewed video to date
• 2013 More than an apple a day - his follow-up video
• 2014 From Table to Able: combating disabilities with food – also available on his site, on amazon
Can get 5 videos for $40
THIS IS REALLY IMPORTANT MATERIAL – COMES FROM THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF
RESEARCH PROJECTS AND MATERIAL
From Table to Able: Combating Disabling Diseases with Food
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DCjwIVJmMw

Dr Michale Greger, MD

Published on 1 Aug 2014

Every year I scour the world’s scholarly literature on clinical nutrition, pulling together what I
find to be the most interesting, practical, and groundbreaking science on how to best feed
ourselves and our families. I start with the 12,000 or so papers published annually on human
nutrition and, thanks to a crack team of volunteers (and now staff!), I'm able to whittle those
down to about 3,000 studies, which are downloaded, categorized, read, analyzed, and
churned into a few hundred short videos. This allows me to post new videos and articles
every day, year-round, to NutritionFacts.org. This certainly makes the site unique. There’s no
other science-based source for free daily updates on the latest discoveries in nutrition. The
problem is that the amount of information can be overwhelming.
Currently I have videos covering 1,814 nutrition topics (http://nutritionfacts.org/topics/).
Where do you even begin? Many have expressed their appreciation for the breadth of
material, but asked that I try to distill it into a coherent summary of how best to use diet to
prevent and treat chronic disease. I took this feedback to heart and in 2012 developed
Uprooting the Leading Causes of Death (http://nutritionfacts.org/video/uproo...), which
explored the role diet may play in preventing, arresting, and even reversing our top 15 killers.
Not only did it rise to become one of the Top 10 Most Popular Videos of 2012
(http://nutritionfacts.org/2012/12/29/...), it remains my single most viewed video to date,
watched over a million times (NutritionFacts.org is now up to more than a million hits a
month!).
In 2013 I developed the sequel, More Than an Apple a Day: Combating Common Diseases
(http://nutritionfacts.org/video/more-...), in which I explored the role diet could play in treating
some of our most common conditions. I've been presenting it around the country
(http://www.DrGreger.org/dates.html) over the past year and it ended up #1 on our Top 10
Most Popular Videos of 2013 (http://nutritionfacts.org/2014/01/09/...).
Now I'm honored to bring you the third of the trilogy, From Table to Able: Combating
Disabling Diseases with Food, in which I explore the role of diet in correcting some of our
leading causes of disability. To more easily navigate through the menu of diseases, it is also
available on DVD through my website (http://www.drgreger.org/dvds) or Amazon
(http://smile.amazon.com/s/ref=smi_www...). If you want to share copies with others, I have a
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five for $40 special (enter coupon code 5FOR40TTA). All proceeds from the sales of all my
books, DVDs, and presentations go to the 501c3 nonprofit charity that keeps
NutritionFacts.org free for all, for all time. If you want to support this initiative to educate
millions about eradicating dietary diseases, please consider making a donation
(https://nutritionfacts.org/donate/).
After you’ve watched the new presentation, make sure you’re subscribed to get my video
updates daily, weekly, or monthly to stay on top of all the latest (http://nutritionfacts.us5.listmanage). For now, though, air-pop some popcorn, sit back, and enjoy!
http://www.NutritionFacts.org
• Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/NutritionFact...
• Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/nutrition_facts
• Podcast: http://www.bit.ly/NFpodcast
• Subscribe: http://www.bit.ly/nutritionupdates
• Donate: http://www.NutritionFacts.org/donate
2012-2013

More Than an Apple a Day: Preventing Our Most Common Diseases

Dr. Greger has scoured the world’s scholarly literature on clinical nutrition and developed this
brand-new live presentation on the latest in cutting-edge research on how a healthy diet can
affect some of our most common medical conditions.
2011-2012

Uprooting the Leading Causes of Death

Death in America is largely a foodborne illness. Focusing on studies published just over the
last year in peer-reviewed scientific medical journals, Dr. Greger offers practical advice on
how best to feed ourselves and our families to prevent, treat, and even reverse many of the
top 15 killers in the United States.
Audio: Bill Maher's special from Sept 12, 2014 Live from D. C.
• Michael Moore and Keith Olberman
• Bill's stand-up show in Washington – a riot!
Audio: Max Keiser

[KR563] Keiser Report: Global Ponzi Scheme

2014, Sept 13

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=aYT56rEwEsc
We discuss the ‘sans dents’ as the new ‘sans culottes’ as the bubbles will continue until
morale improves. They also discuss inflation without compensation. In the second half, Max
interviews David Smith of the Geneva Business Insider Blog about the Swiss Gold Initiative,
the impact of sanctions and the wave of anti-EU sentiment spreading across Europe.
Audio: Breaking the Set

2014, Sept 13 Mafioso government, a world without balloons & the last
tribes on Earth

http://img.rt.com/files/episode/2d/c9/00/00/bts1309_480p.mp4?event=download
On this episode of Breaking the Set, Abby Martin discusses the comments from the mother of
beheaded journalist, James Foley, who claims a National Security official threatened her with
criminal prosecution if she tried to negotiate for her son’s release, while at the same time the
government also threatened Yahoo with a $250K fine per day for not handing over personal
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information about its users to the NSA. Abby then speaks with BTS producer Manuel Rapalo
about the biggest dangers facing un-contacted tribes in places like the Amazon and how we can
make sure commercialism and capitalist expansion doesn’t destroy their way of life. Abby then
speaks with Redacted Tonight’s Sam Sacks about the helium crisis, and why running out of this
finite resource could be a big problem in the future. BTS wraps up the show with an exclusive
interview with religious scholar and #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Reza Aslan about the
ideology of the extremist group ISIS and the correct course of action to deal with the group’s
proliferation.

Audio: The Daily Show – Jon Stewart
http://thedailyshow.cc.com/full-episodes/q575fk/september-11-2014---tavis-smiley
Reading: D'yanni Yahoo
Closing:

2014, Sept 13
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2014, Sept 13 Missouri’s rapid rightward shift

PLEASE GO THE ORIGINAL SITE TO SEE THE LIVE LINKS IN THE ARTICLE.

A makeshift memorial for Michael Brown, who was fatally shot by a police officer on Aug. 9, on the spot
where he was killed in Ferguson, Mo., Aug. 26, 2014.
.
Photo by Todd Heisler/The New York Times/Redux
By Trymaine Lee
http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/missouri-rapid-rightward-shift
In just four weeks, Missouri has carried out an execution, imposed a 72-hour waiting period on women
seeking abortions, expanded gun rights and become the poster child for the militarization of police and
racial discord. Its public school system is struggling beneath the weight of an ongoing funding crisis, and an
entire local police force is under federal investigation.
Related: Missouri lawmaker suing to deny daughters birth control access
While the killing of unarmed black teen Michael Brown by a small-city cop and the fiery protests and heavyhanded police response that followed has drawn national attention and scorn, the incident is but a glimpse
into the current social and political mess in the ‘Show-Me State.’
Lawmakers on Thursday delivered Democratic Gov. Jay Nixon a 16-hour blistering legislative veto session,
overriding a record number of his earlier vetoes – 47 in all. In doing so, the Republican-controlled
Legislature in a broad stroke expanded gun laws that could allow teachers to carry guns into the classroom
and became one of the most repressive states in terms of a woman’s right to abortion.
The Reid Report, 9/12/14, 2:42 PM ET
MO: New 72-hour waiting period for abortions
In 30 days, women seeking an abortion must wait 72 hours to get one. The law is among the most stringent
in the nation and puts Missouri among South Dakota and Utah as the only states that make women wait
three full days before terminating an unwanted pregnancy.
The literal scorched earth in Ferguson, where Brown’s killing set off more than a month of protests and
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clashes, and the figurative burning in the State House, seems indicative of just how deep the state’s
troubles have risen.
“Missouri is a perfect example of what a purple state looks like,” State Sen. Maria Chappelle-Nadal, a
Democrat, told msnbc. “As we review all of the changes in our laws and statutes we’re going to have to
have some tough and honest conversations. But it’s Missouri, you never know what you’re going to get.”
Decades ago Democrats ruled both houses of the State Legislature. They were Missouri Democrats for
certain – the yellow dog sort who were pro-life and pro-gun but, Democrats nonetheless. They formed an
odd family with big-city Democrats from St. Louis and Kansas city, walling off Republican control. But soon
the Republicans began to gain support and momentum behind drawing tighter around core conservative
values and drawing the contrasts between the national Democratic Party and themselves, putting pressure
on old-line Democrats who would be considered Republicans by most litmus tests.
Jeffery Smith, a former state senator and one-time rising star in the Democratic Party who was forced from
office in disgrace, wrote about the cleaving of political power in The Atlantic Magazine in 2012. Under the
headline, “What’s the Matter With Missouri?,“ Smith wrote of the out-sized role a radically conservative
agenda was reshaping policy in the state.
“The more retrograde the political debate, the more progressives left or never came in the first place. And
the more progressives left or stayed away, the more conservative the electorate became, and the more
reactionary the debate,” Smith wrote.

msnbc Live, 9/13/14, 3:52 PM ET
'People are not stopping' in Ferguson
Smith noted the role of interest groups like the NRA and Missouri Right to Life and the Missouri Family
Network, all heavy players in bolstering gun rights for Missourians and limiting women’s rights to abortions.
These groups influenced the crafting of “castle laws” and the expansion of self-defense laws that allowed
citizens to shoot and kill anyone who so much as reached into their vehicles. The groups pushed the state
Legislature to require parental consent for abortions and make it harder for abortion clinics to operate.
Missouri Right to Life, Smith wrote, pushed so hard that they even sought to criminalize research on stem
cells.
“No hot-button cultural issue escaped attention,” he wrote. “Laws prohibiting gay marriage were now
deemed insufficient, so Republicans demanded a redundant constitutional amendment (which garnered
72% of the vote). It wasn’t enough to crack down on undocumented immigrants in the workplace.
Republicans demanded a constitutional amendment making English the state’s official language, though
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there was no evidence anyone had ever conducted state business in any other language (until, of course,
the day I filibustered that proposed amendment in French).”
This is the short but direct pathway, in part at least, to how Missouri has become somewhat of a Florida of
the Midwest, where a combination of policy, political extremism and other factors have brought national
attention for what some could say is for all that’s wrong with state politics.
Chappelle-Nadal and others say that for better and worse, the state has historically fallen down the center
in terms of political and social ideology but has recently moved further to the right. The more the
Legislature falls from the fence, the more a divisive brand of conservatism whacks at the old Missouri
convention of practicality and pragmatism, analysts say.
“The majority ideology in Missouri past and present has been moderately conservative,” said E. Terrence
Jones, a professor of political science at the University of Missouri – St. Louis. “Over the past decades it
has become slightly more conservative. That’s been reflected in a low-tax, low-service set of policies and it
has also been reflected in policies that are socially conservative such as choice and gun rights.”
The current political climate and the broad push around a more conservative agenda has roiled cross-aisle
alliances and even sparked some infighting within the Democratic Party, of which Gov. Jay Nixon is a
member.
“At the moment it has been reflected in the tension within the Democratic Party. In order to be a successful
statewide candidate in Missouri you have to be a moderate conservative,” Jones said. “You couldn’t be an
all-out liberal. You have to do well enough in the non-urban areas and let the strong urban majority put you
over the top.”
That dance, or that failure to dance, has generated considerable consternation within Nixon’s urban
constituents, many of whom have criticized his handling of issues that impact the state’s minority residents.
It has vexed Gov. Nixon and hampered efforts for the party to fight back against aggressive Republican
efforts on many important issues including education funding, the expansion of gun rights and abortion law,
analysts say.
Thursday’s success by Republicans and the failures of Democrats to put up a fight are Nixon’s “failures
alone,” Chappelle-Nadal said. “The governor does not communicate well with the Republican Party nor the
Democrat Party. This is like the third time in the history of Missouri that the governor has been overridden
so much,” Chappelle-Nadal said. “He kind of sits in his office and is protected by his handlers but he
doesn’t communicate with his legislative body.”
For days after Michael Brown’s killing, as thousands took to the streets to protest and parts of Ferguson
burned, the governor remained mum on the incident and maintained a relatively normal schedule. Days
into the protest, he even found time to attend the state fair.
But Brown’s killing has drawn national attention to Ferguson and to the broader plight of African-Americans
who are often profiled and targeted by police, sometimes with deadly results. The Department of Justice,
which is conducting a parallel investigation into the killing, has announced that it would also be launching a
civil rights investigation into the entire Ferguson Police Department. While African-Americans represent
about 70% of the city’s residents, the police force and most of the city’s public institutions are run and
employed by whites. Of the 53 officers, only three are black.
During Thursday’s legislative session, in her first address to fellow legislators since Brown’s Aug. 9 killing,
Chappelle-Nadal blasted Nixon, calling him a “coward” and saying that “You’ve done nothing for black
people.”
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“Many of my colleagues in the Senate, conservative members, feel that what happened to my constituents
in Ferguson was wrong,” the senator, whose district includes parts of Ferguson, told msnbc. “They don’t
support any of the militarized, tactical operations used against them or the behavior of the governor or his
ineptness in approaching the situation.”
The events in the streets of Ferguson and in the halls of the Capital in recent weeks have aligned Missouri
with other states that critics have described as politically and socially repressive. Think Florida, where
headlines are often filled with bizarre crimes, political chicanery and in recent years, the killings of unarmed
black men. In just nine months in 2012 the shooting deaths of two unarmed black teenagers sparked
national outcry over the value and treatment of black youth. In February 2012, Trayvon Martin, 17, was shot
and killed by a neighborhood watch volunteer in Sanford, Florida. In November of that same year Jordan
Davis, also 17, was shot by a customer at a Jacksonville gas station after an argument over loud music.
At the same time, Florida was in a state of upheaval over strict new voting laws including limits on early
voting and restrictions on registering new voters. Both were seen as attempts by Florida republicans to
suppress the black and minority vote.
In the wake of Brown’s killing, the protests and the violent response from police in which innocent
protestors were hit with rubber bullets and tear gas, questions about the treatment of African-American
young men has again been raised. And more broadly, the militarized response from local law enforcement
has brought to light a number of other troubling questions.
The federal government has given nearly $1 billion a year to police departments in grants and equipment.
Some of that includes military surplus items like armored and bomb-proof vehicles designed to absorb
roadside bombs in theaters of war like Iraq and Afghanistan. But they have also shown up as part of the
emergency response apparatus of local law enforcement, the likes seen in Ferguson during the height of
clashes between the police and protesters last month.
The federal government has little oversight on how the weapons or funding is used by local law
enforcement. The events in Missouri have led Congress to probe “police militarization.” Missouri Sen. Clair
McCaskill, a Democrat, who has condemned the heavy-handed police response in her state, has led the
hearings.
Back in Missouri, Chappelle-Nadal has emerged as one of Gov. Nixon’s harshest critics. Her voice is
among the loudest of a growing chorus of lawmakers who have ramped up their criticisms of Nixon, saying
that among other failings, Nixon has failed to rally and grow Democratic ranks in the Legislature in the face
of mounting Republican pressure that has marked the state with black eye after political black eye.
Chappelle-Nadal said since she was first elected to the Legislature in 2005, the number of Democrats in
both the House and Senate have fallen. She said there are about 50 Democrats currently in the House,
down from about 74 when she first took office. And in the last couple years, the number of Democrats in the
Senate had fallen to 9 from 11.
She says Nixon’s unwillingness to effectively lead has bordered on the obscene, setting the stage for this
week’s Republican steam-rolling.
The expanded gun-rights legislation could allow teachers to could bring their guns to schools and more
residents to openly carry their weapons in public places, including cities and towns that bar open carry. And
the age that residents can become concealed-carry permit holders was dropped from 21 to 19.
Pro-choice and women’s advocates say the abortion bill sets the clock back on women’s rights.
As for why it’s happening, Jones said it’s not that the politics of the state have changed much, but that over
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time the influence of political ideology on actual policy has gotten stronger.

The Last Word with Lawrence O’Donnell, 8/26/14, 10:20 PM ET
We must 'break armor' between communities
But more than this latest string of controversies, there are lingering issues that continue to burden the state.
Earlier this year after a string of botched executions in other states, the U.S. Supreme Court temporarily
halted executions in Missouri amid appeals that the state disclose information about the cocktail of drugs
used in killing prisoners and details about the often unregulated pharmacies from which the drugs are
obtained.
Across the country, the condemned and their lawyers are filing appeals that have risen to the highest
courts, as a scarcity of lethal injection drugs from federally regulated pharmacies has states turning to the
shadowy world of compounding pharmacies, which fall under the purview of states rather than the Federal
Drug Administration.
All death penalty states now use lethal injection. States including Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, and
Texas have turned to compounding pharmacies.
The relationships between the states and the pharmacies have been shrouded in secrecy, and corrections
departments have gone to great lengths to protect the identities of their drug suppliers. In some states, as
is the case in Missouri, the pharmacies are legally shielded from public disclosure and are extended the
privilege of anonymity afforded members of the official execution team.
This week, the state executed its eighth inmate of the year. Amid a rising clamor to halt executions as the
death-drugs are further scrutinized, Gov. Jay Nixon refused to stay the execution of the inmate, doublemurderer Earl Ringo Jr., despite pleas from Ringo’s attorney that the drugs used in the execution could
cause Ringo to suffer.
“I would submit, talking in neutral terms, that my first point is not that anything has changed that much over
time,” Jones said. “What has changed is a much clearer link between political policy and political ideology.”
Chappelle-Nadal, who during protests in Ferguson carried a large cutout of Nixon’s face with the acronym,
“M.I.A Again,” scrawled across his forehead, said the Missouri’s mess has lumped her great state in
dubious company.
“This is a purple state so of course we’re going to have a lot of pro-life and gun rights measures similar to
Texas or Alabama,” she said. “When it comes to keeping school children safe from guns and women who
want to have a right to choose, the state is very conservative and it’s an uphill battle.”
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Explore:
Abortion, Democrats, Equality, Ferguson, Guns, Jay Nixon, Michael Brown, Missouri, Society and Women

The Reid Report, 9/12/14, 2:42 PM ET
MO: New 72-hour waiting period for abortions
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September 11, 2001~ The Crimes of War Committed “In the Name of 9~11″

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky
Global Research,
Url of this article:
http://www.globalresearch.ca/september-11-2001-the-crimes-of-war-committed-in-the-name-of911/5311561
PLEASE REFER TO THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE TO FIND THE LIVE LINKS.
The following text was presented at the International Conference on 9/11

Revisited Seeking the Truth,
Perdana Global Peace Foundation (PGPF), Kuala Lumpur, November 2012
Introduction
The tragic events of September 11, 2001 constitute a fundamental landmark in American history, a decisive
watershed, a breaking point.
Millions of people have been misled regarding the causes and consequences of 9/11.
September 11 2001 opens up an era of crisis, upheaval and militarization of American society. The post
September 11, 2001 era is marked by the outright criminalization of the US State, including its judicial,
foreign policy, national security and intelligence apparatus.
9/11 marks the onslaught of the Global

War on Terrorism(GWOT), used as a pretext and a justification by
the US and its NATO allies to carry out a war

without borders, a global war of conquest.
A far-reaching overhaul of US military doctrine was launched in the wake of 9/11.
9/11 was also a stepping stone towards the relentless repeal of civil liberties, the militarization of law
enforcement and the inauguration of Police

State USA.
In assessing the crimes associated with 9/11 in the context of a legal procedure, we must distinguish
between those associated with the actual event, namely the loss of life and the destruction of property
on 9/11, from the crimes committed in the aftermath of September 11, 2001 “in the name of 9/11″.
The latter build upon the former. We are dealing with two related dimensions of criminality. The crimes
committed “in the name of 9/11″ involving acts of war are far-reaching, resulting in the deaths of
millions of people as well as the destruction of entire countries.
The 9/11 event in itself– which becomes symbolic– is used to justify the onslaught of the post 9/11
US-NATO military agenda, under the banner of the “Global War on Terrorism” (GWOT), not to mention the
ushering in of the Homeland police state and the repeal of civil liberties.
The crimes committed in the name of 9/11 broadly consist in two intimately related processes:
1. The launching of the “Global War on Terrorism” (GWOT), used as a pretext and a justification to
Wage a War of Conquest. This GWOT mandate was used to justify the 2001 and 2003 invasions of
Afghanistan and Iraq. The GWOT mandate has since extended its grip to a large number of countries in
Africa, the Middle East and Southeast Asia, where the US and its NATO allies are intervening selectively
under a counterterrorism mandate.
2. The derogation of civil liberties and the instatement of an Orwellian police state apparatus
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within Western countries. In the US, the introduction of the PATRIOT legislation and the establishment of
the Department of Homeland Security in the immediate wake of the 9/11 attacks set the stage for the
subsequent restructuring of the judicial and law enforcement apparatus, culminating in the
legalization of extrajudicial assassinations under an alleged counter-terrorism mandate.
The 9/11 attacks constitute what is referred to in intelligence parlance as a “massive casualty producing
event” conducive to the deaths of civilians.
The dramatic loss of life on the morning of 9/11 resulting from an initial criminal act is used as a pretext and
a justification to wage an all out war of retribution, in the name of 9/11 against the alleged perpetrators of
9/11, namely the “state sponsors of terrorism”, including Afghanistan, Iraq as well as Iran.
We are dealing with a diabolical and criminal project. The civilian deaths resulting from the 911 attacks are
an instrument of war propaganda, applied to build a consensus in favor of an outright war of global
domination.
The perpetrators of war propaganda are complicit in the conduct of extensive war crimes, in that they
readily justify acts of war as counter-terrorism and/or humanitarian operations (R2P) launched to protect
civilians. The “Just War” (Jus ad Bellum) concept prevails: The killing of civilians in Afghanistan and Iraq
are “rightfully” undertaken in retribution for the deaths incurred on 9/11.
Evidence is fabricated to the effect that the “state sponsors of terrorism” had committed, on the morning of
9/11, an outright act of war against the United States.
Realities are turned upside down. The US and its allies are the victims of foreign aggression. America’s
crimes of war in Afghanistan and Iraq are committed in the name of 9/11 under a counter terrorism
mandate.
The 9/11 attacks are used to harness public opinion into supporting a war without borders. Endless wars of
aggression under the humanitarian cloak of counter-terrorism

are set in motion.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=YJXcvBvRK_E
Video: Michel Chossudovsky’s presentation to the Kuala Lumpur 9/11 Revisited Conference, November 19,
2012
Chronology of Events
At eleven oclock,

on the morning of September 11, the Bush administration had already announced that Al
Qaeda was responsible for the attacks on the World Trade Center (WTC) and the Pentagon. This assertion
was made prior to the conduct of an in-depth police investigation.
CIA Director George Tenet stated that same morning that Osama bin Laden had the capacity to plan
multiple attacks with little or no warning.
Secretary of State Colin Powell called the attacks an
 act of warand President Bush confirmed in an
evening televised address to the Nation that he would make

no distinction between the terrorists who
committed these acts and those [foreign governments] who harbor them.
Former CIA Director James Woolsey, without mentioning Afghanistan, pointed his finger at state

sponsorship,implying the complicity of one or more foreign governments. In the words of former National
Security Adviser, Lawrence Eagleburger, I think we will show when we get attacked like this, we are terrible
in our strength and in our retribution.
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That same evening at 9:30 pm, a War

Cabinetwas formed integrated by a select number of top intelligence
and military advisors. And at 11:00 pm, at the end of that historic meeting at the White House, the War

on
Terrorismwas officially launched.
The war cabinet had decided to launch an an illegal and criminal war on Afghanistan, based on essentially
two interrelated concepts:
1. The 9/11 attacks although allegedly conducted by Al Qaeda were upheld as an all out military attack
by a foreign power.
2. Afghanistan in allegedly supporting Al Qaeda, was responsible for an act of military
aggression directed against the United States of America.
The tragic events of 9/11 provided the required justification to wage war on Afghanistan on humanitarian

grounds, with the full support of World public opinion and the endorsement of the international

community.
Several prominent progressive

intellectuals made a case for retaliation

against terrorism, on moral and
ethical grounds. In taking on this stance they provided legitimacy to the conduct of war crimes. The just

causemilitary doctrine (jus ad bellum) was accepted and upheld at face value as a legitimate response to
9/11.
In the wake of 9/11, the antiwar movement was completely isolated. The trade unions and civil society
organizations had swallowed the media lies and government propaganda. They had accepted a war of
retribution against Afghanistan, an impoverished country in Central Asia of 30 million people.
The myth of the outside

enemyand the threat of Islamic

terroristswas the cornerstone of the Bush
administrations military doctrine, used as a pretext to invade Afghanistan and Iraq, not to mention the
repeal of civil liberties and constitutional government in America. The post 9/11 era was also characterised
by the development of Islamophobia, including routine ethnic profiling directed against Muslims.
Where was Osama bin Laden on September 11, 2001?
Is there any proof to the effect that Osama bin Laden, the bogeyman, coordinated the 9/11 attacks as
claimed in the official 9/11 narrative?
According to CBS news (Dan Rather, January 28, 2002), Enemy

Number One was admitted to the urology
ward of a Pakistani military hospital in Rawalpindi on September 10, 2001, courtesy of Americas
indefectible ally Pakistan. Rawalpindi is the Headquarters of the Pakistani military including its intelligence
apparatus. He could have been arrested at short notice which would have saved

us a lot of trouble, but
then we would not have had an Osama Legend, which has fed the news chain as well as presidential
speeches in the course of the last eleven years.
DAN RATHER. As the United states and its allies in the war on terrorism press the hunt for Osama bin
Laden, CBS News has exclusive information tonight about where bin Laden was and what he was doing
in the last hours before his followers struck the United States September 11.
This is the result of hard-nosed investigative reporting by a team of CBS news journalists, and by one of
the best foreign correspondents in the business, CBS`s Barry Petersen. Here is his report.
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) BARRY PETERSEN, CBS CORRESPONDENT (voice-over): Everyone
remembers what happened on September 11. Here`s the story of what may have happened the night
before. It is a tale as twisted as the hunt for Osama bin Laden.
CBS News has been told that the night before the September 11 terrorist attack, Osama bin Laden was
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in Pakistan. He was getting medical treatment with the support of the very military that days later pledged
its backing for the U.S. war on terror in Afghanistan. (transcript of CBS report, see
http://www.globalresearch.ca/articles/CBS203A.html , see also
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2002/01/28/eveningnews/main325887.shtml
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=1OW4A-yd9BI
CBS News footage of the Rawalpindi, Pakistan, hospital where bin Laden was allegedly treated the day
before 9/11. [Source: CBS News]
The foregoing CBS report which is of utmost relevance indicates two obvious facts:
1. Osama bin Laden could not reasonably have coordinated the 9/11 attacks from his hospital bed;
2. The hospital was under the jurisdiction of the Pakistani Armed Forces, which has close links to the
Pentagon. Osama bin Ladens whereabouts were known to both the Pakistani and US military.
U.S. military and intelligence advisers based in Rawalpindi. were working closely with their Pakistani
counterparts. Again, no attempt was made to arrest Americas best known fugitive. Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld claimed, at the time, that the whereabouts of Osama bin Laden were unknown. According
to Rumsfeld: Its
 like looking for a needle in a stack of hay.
Recovering from his hospital treatment in Rawalpindi on the 11th of September, how could Osama have
coordinated the 9/11 attacks?
How could Afghanistan be made responsible for these attacks by Al Qaeda? Bin Laden is a national of
Saudi Arabia who, according to CBS News, was not in Afghanistan, but in Pakistan at the time of the
attacks.
September 12, 2001: The Invasion of Afghanistan: NATOs
 Doctrine of Collective Security
The immediate response of the US and its NATO allies to the 9/11 attacks was to the declare a war of
retribution against Afghanistan on the grounds that the Taliban government was protecting terror

mastermindOsama bin Laden, who at the time of the attacks was in Pakistan, protected by the Pakistani
military and intelligence apparatus. In a bitter irony, the Pakistani government and military, which had
facilitated bin Laden’s hospitalization in Rawalpindi on September 10, offered to assist the US in “going
after bin Laden”. An agreement to this effect was reached on September 12 in Washington between the
head of Pakistan’s military Intelligence (ISI) General Mahmoud Ahmed and Secretary Colin Powell.
Parroting official statements, the Western media mantra on September 12, 2001 had already approved the
launching of punitive

actionsdirected against civilian targets in Afghanistan. In the words of William Saffire
writing in the New York Times: When

we reasonably determine our attackers bases and camps, we must
pulverize them minimizing but accepting the risk of collateral damageand act overtly or covertly to
destabilize terrors national hosts.
By allegedly harboring bin Laden, the Afghan government was complicit, according to both the US
administration and NATO, for having waged an act of war against the United States.
This decision was taken by the Bush-Cheney war cabinet in the evening of September 11, 2001. It was
based on the presumption, confirmed

by the head of the CIA that Al Qaeda was behind the attacks.
On the following morning, September 12, 2001, NATOs Atlantic Council meeting in Brussels, endorsed the
Bush administrations declaration of war on Afghanistan (taken by the war cabinet at 11pm on September
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11), invoking Article 5 of the Washington Treaty.
Meanwhile, on two occasions in the course of September 2001, the Afghan government through

diplomatic
channelsoffered to hand over Osama Bin laden to US Justice. These overtures were turned down by
president Bush, on the grounds that America does

not negotiate with terrorists.
The War on Afghanistan: First Stage of the “Global War on Terrorism”
The war on Afghanistan was launched 26 days later on the morning of October 7, 2001. The timing of this
war begs the question: how long does it take to plan and implement a major theater war several thousand
miles away.
Military analysts will confirm that a major theater war takes months and months, up to a year or more of
advanced preparations. Confirmed by press reports, the war on Afghanistan was already in an advanced
state of readiness prior to September 11, 2001, which begs the question of foreknowledge of the 9/11
attacks.
In other words, the 9/11 attacks were used as a means to trigger a military agenda which was already on
the drawing board of both the Pentagon and NATO.
The repeal of civil liberties in America was launched in parallel with the bombing and invasion of
Afghanistan. Immediately following 9/11, the PATRIOT legislation was adopted. The Homeland Security
apparatus was launched, with a view to “protecting Americans against terrorists”. This post-911 legal and
institutional framework had been carefully crafted prior to the 9/11 attacks.
Article 5 of the Washington Treaty: NATO’s Legal Argument
In invoking Article 5 on the morning of September 12, 2001, NATO’s Atlantic Council endorsed a
criminal military agenda, in derogation of international law.
The legal argument used by Washington and NATO to invade Afghanistan was that the September 11
attacks constituted an undeclared armed

attackfrom abroadby an unnamed foreign power, and that
consequently the
 laws of warapply, allowing the nation under attack, to strike back in the name of self
defense.
On the morning of September 12, 2001, NATOs North Atlantic Council meeting in Brussels, responded to
the decision of the War Cabinet taken a few hours earlier at 11pm on 9/11, adopted the following resolution:
if it is determined that the [September 11, 2001] attack against the United States was directed from
abroad [Afghanistan] against The North Atlantic area, it shall be regarded as an action covered by Article
5 of the Washington Treaty. (emphasis added)
In this regard, Article 5 of the Washington Treaty stipulates that if:
The

Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or North America shall be
considered an attack against them all and consequently they agree that, if such an armed attack occurs,
each of them, in exercise of the right of individual or collective self-defence recognised by Article 51 of the
Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties so attacked by taking forthwith, individually
and in concert with the other Parties, such action as it deems necessary, including the use of armed
force, to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area.(NATO, What is Article 5, NATO
Topics NATO and the Scourge of Terrorism, accessed 24 November 2009, emphasis added)
An act of war by a foreign nation (Afghanistan) against a member of the Atlantic Alliance (the USA)
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was considered as an act of war against all members under NATOs
 doctrine of collective security.
Under no stretch of the imagination, can the attack on the World Trade Center and Pentagon be
categorized as an act of war by a foreign country. But nobody seemed to have raised this issue.
Use of Armed Forceonly If
 It is Determined...
There was an if in the September 12 resolution. Article 5 would apply only if it is determined that
Afghanistan as a Nation State was complicit or behind the 9/11 attacks.
In practice, the if had already been waived prior to 9/11. The entire NATO arsenal was already on a war
footing. In military terms, NATO and the US were already in an advanced state of readiness. Known to
military analysts, but never revealed in the Western media, the implementation of a large scale theater war
takes at least one year of advanced operational planning, prior to the launching of an invasion.
The use of article 5 of the Washington Treaty had in all likelihood been contemplated by military planners,
as a pretext for waging war, prior to 9/11.
There was, however, no official declaration of war on September 12th. The Alliance waited until 3 days
before the invasion to declare war on Afghanistan, an impoverished country which by no stretch of the
imagination could have launched an attack against a member state of The

North Atlantic area.
The September 12 resolution of the Atlantic Council required determination

and corroborating evidence,
that:
1) Al Qaeda led by Osama bin Laden with the support of a foreign power had ordered the attack

from
abroadon the United States of America;
2) The terrorist attacks of 9/11 constituted a bona fide military operation (under the provisions of Article 5)
by an alleged foreign country (Afghanistan) against a NATO member state, and consequently against all
NATO member states under the doctrine of collective security:
Article

5 and the case of the terrorist attacks against the United States: The United States has been the
object of brutal terrorist attacks. It immediately consulted with the other members of the Alliance. The
Alliance determined that the US had been the object of an armed attack. The Alliance therefore agreed that
if it was determined that this attack was directed from abroad, it would be regarded as covered by Article 5.
NATO Secretary General, Lord Robertson, subsequently informed the Secretary-General of the United
Nations of the Alliances decision.
Article 5 has thus been invoked, but no determination has yet been made whether the attack
against the United States was directed from abroad. If such a determination is made, each Ally will then
consider what assistance it should provide. In practice, there will be consultations among the Allies. Any
collective action by NATO will be decided by the North Atlantic Council. The United States can also carry
out independent actions, consistent with its rights and obligations under the UN Charter.
Allies can provide any form of assistance they deem necessary to respond to the situation. This
assistance is not necessarily military and depends on the material resources of each country. Each
individual member determines how it will contribute and will consult with the other members, bearing in
mind that the ultimate aim is to to
 restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area.
By invoking Article 5, NATO members have shown their solidarity toward the United States and
condemned, in the strongest possible way, the terrorist attacks against the United States on 11 September.
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If the conditions are met for the application of Article 5, NATO Allies will decide how to assist the
United States. (Many Allies have clearly offered emergency assistance). Each Ally is obliged to assist the
United States by taking forward, individually and in concert with other Allies, such action as it deems
necessary. This is an individual obligation on each Ally and each Ally is responsible for determining what it
deems necessary in these particular circumstances.
No collective action will be taken by NATO until further consultations are held and further
decisions are made by the the North Atlantic Council. (NATO, NATO Topics NATO and the Scourge of
Terrorism, accessed 24 November 2009, emphasis added)
The Mysterious Frank Taylor Report
The final decision to invoke Article 5 in relation to the 9/11 attacks came three weeks later upon the
submission to the NATO Council of a mysterious classified report by a US State Department official named
Frank Taylor. The report was submitted to NATO on October 2nd, 5 days before the commencement of the
bombing and invasion of Afghanistan.
Frank Taylor was working in the US State Department. He had been entrusted with the writing of a brief to
establish whether the US had

been attacked from abroad, pursuant to the North Atlantic Councils resolution
of September 12 2001.
US Ambassador at Large and Co-ordinator for Counter-terrorism Frank Taylor briefed the North Atlantic
Council on October 2nd, five days before the commencement of the bombings.
On October 2nd he handed his brief to NATO on
 the results of investigations into the 11 September
attacks.... NATO Topic: Terrorism, NATO and the fight against Terrorism, accessed 24 November 2009).
The classified report was not released to the media. And to this date, to our knowledge, it has remained
classified.
NATOs Secretary General Lord Robertson casually summarised the substance of the Frank Taylor report in
a press release:
This

morning, the United States briefed the North Atlantic Council on the results of the investigation into
who was responsible for the horrific terrorist attacks which took place on September 11.
The briefing was given by Ambassador Frank Taylor, the United States Department of State Coordinator
for Counter-terrorism.
This mornings briefing follows those offered by United States Deputy Secretary of State Richard
Armitage and United States Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, and illustrates the commitment of
the United States to maintain close cooperation with Allies.
Todays was classified briefing and so I cannot give you all the details.
Briefings are also being given directly by the United States to the Allies in their capitals.
The briefing addressed the events of September 11 themselves, the results of the
investigation so far, what is known about Osama bin Laden and the al-Qaida
organisation and their involvement in the attacks and in previous terrorist activity, and
the links between al-Qaida and the Taliban regime in Afghanistan.
The facts are clear and compelling. The information presented points conclusively to
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an al-Qaida role in the September 11 attacks.
We know that the individuals who carried out these attacks were part of the worldwide terrorist network of al-Qaida, headed by Osama bin Laden and his key
lieutenants and protected by the Taliban.
On the basis of this briefing, it has now been determined that the attack against the
United States on September 11 was directed from abroad and shall therefore be
regarded as an action covered by Article 5 of the Washington Treaty, which states that an
armed attack on one or more of the Allies in Europe or North America shall be considered
an attack against them all.
I want to reiterate that the United States of America can rely on the full support of its 18
NATO Allies in the campaign against terrorism.(Lord Robertson, NATO Secretary General,
statement to the NATO Council, State Department, Appendix H, Multinational Response to
September 11 NATO Press http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/10313.pdf,
accessed 24 November 2009, emphasis added)
In other words, 2 days before the actual commencement of the bombing campaign on October 7, the North
Atlantic Council decided, based on the information provided by Frank Taylor to the Council that

the attacks
were directed from abroadby Al Qaeda, headed by Osama bin Laden, thereby requiring an action on the
part of NATO under Article 5 of the Washington Treaty ( NATO Topic: Terrorism, NATO and the fight
against Terrorism, accessed 24 November 2009):
NATO action under article 5, was outlined in an October 4 decision, 3 days before the commencement of
the bombings.
Two days later, on 4 October, NATO agreed on eight measures in support the United States, which were
tantamount to an illegal declaration of war on Afghanistan:
to enhance intelligence sharing and co-operation, both bilaterally and in appropriate NATO
bodies, relating to the threats posed by terrorism and the actions to be taken against it;
to provide, individually or collectively, as appropriate and according to their capabilities,
[military] assistance to Allies and other states which are or may be subject to increased
terrorist threats as a result of their support for the campaign against terrorism;
to take necessary measures to provide increased security for facilities of the United States
and other Allies on their territory;
to backfill selected Allied assets in NATOs area of responsibility that are required to directly
support operations against terrorism;
to provide blanket overflight clearances for the United States and other Allies aircraft, in
accordance with the necessary air traffic arrangements and national procedures, for military
flights related to operations against terrorism; to provide access for the United States and
other Allies to ports and airfields on the territory of NATO nations for operations against
terrorism, including for refuelling, in accordance with national procedures;
that the Alliance is ready to deploy elements of its Standing Naval Forces to the Eastern
Mediterranean in order to provide a NATO presence and demonstrate resolve; and that the
Alliance is similarly ready to deploy elements of its NATO Airborne Early Warning Force to
support operations against terrorism. NATO Topic: Terrorism, NATO and the fight against
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Terrorism, accessed 24 November 2009 emphasis added)
Press reports of Frank Taylors brief to the NATO Council were scanty. The invocation of Article 5, five days
before the bombings commenced, was barely mentioned. The media consensus was: all
 roads lead to Bin
Ladenas if bin Laden was a Nation State which had attacked America.
What stands out are outright lies and fabrications. Moreover, prior to October 2nd, NATO had no pretext
under Article 5 of the Washington Treaty to intervene militarily in Afghanistan.
The pretext was provided by Frank Taylors classified report, which was not made public.
The two UN Security Council resolutions adopted in the course of September 2001, did not, under any
circumstances, provide a justification for the invasion and illegal occupation of a UN member country of 28
million people. (see Security Council resolution 1368 (2001) Threats to international peace and security
caused by terrorist acts, Security Council resolution 1373 (2001) Threats to international peace and
security caused by terrorist acts).
UNSC Resolution 1373 (2001) called for prevention and suppression of terrorist acts, as well suppression
of the financing of terrorism:
(e)
 Ensure that any person who participates in the financing, planning, preparation or
perpetration of terrorist acts or in supporting terrorist acts is brought to justice and ensure
that, in addition to any other measures against them, such terrorist acts are established as
serious criminal offences in domestic laws and regulations and that the punishment duly
reflects the seriousness of such terrorist acts;
...
3.
 Calls upon all States to:
(a)
 Find ways of intensifying and accelerating the exchange of operational information,
especially regarding actions or movements of terrorist persons or networks; forged or
falsified travel documents; traffic in arms, explosives or sensitive materials; use of
communications technologies by terrorist groups; and the threat posed by the possession of
weapons of mass destruction by terrorist groups;
(b)
 Exchange information in accordance with international and domestic law and
cooperate on administrative and judicial matters to prevent the commission of terrorist acts;
(c)
 Cooperate, particularly through bilateral and multilateral arrangements and
agreements, to prevent and suppress terrorist attacks and take action against perpetrators
of such acts;
...
4.
 Notes with concern the close connection between international terrorism and
transnational organized crime, illicit drugs, money-laundering, illegal arms-trafficking, and
illegal movement of nuclear, chemical, biological and other potentially deadly materials, and
in this regard emphasizes the need to enhance coordination of efforts on national,
subregional, regional and international levels in order to strengthen a global response to this
serious challenge and threat to international security;
5.
 Declares that acts, methods, and practices of terrorism are contrary to the purposes and
principles of the United Nations and that knowingly financing, planning and inciting terrorist
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acts are also contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations (excerpts of
UNSC Resolution 1373 (2001, See also UN Press Release SC 7178 SECURITY COUNCIL
UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTS WIDE-RANGING ANTI-TERRORISM RESOLUTION; CALLS FOR
SUPPRESSING FINANCING, IMPROVING INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION, Security
Council, 4385th Meeting, September 2001)
Nowhere in this resolution is there any mention of military action against a UN member State.
The US led war on Afghanistan, using 9/11 as a pretext and a justification is illegal and criminal.
The US and NATO heads of state and heads of government from 2001 to the present are complicit in the
launching of a criminal and illegal war.
The Big Lie: Al Qaeda Made in America
Amply documented but rarely mentioned by the mainstream media, Al Qaeda is a creation of the CIA going
back to the Soviet- Afghan war. This was a known fact, corroborated by numerous sources including official
documents of the US Congress, which the mainstream media chose to either dismiss or ignore. The
intelligence community had time and again acknowledged that they had indeed supported Osama bin
Laden, but that in the wake of the Cold War: he
 turned against us.
Both the 9/11 Commission Report as well as the Western media have largely upheld the outside

enemy
mythology, heralding Al Qaeda as the mastermind

organization behind the 9/11 attacks. The official 9/11
narrative has not only distorted the causes underling the collapse of the World Trade Center buildings, it
has also erased the historical record of US covert support to international terrorism, while creating the
illusion that America and Western

Civilizationare threatened.
Without an outside

enemy, there could be no Global

War on Terrorism. The entire national security
agenda would collapse like

a deck of cards. The war criminals in high office would have no leg to
stand on.
After 9/11, the campaign of media disinformation served not only to drown the truth but also to kill
much of the historical evidence on how this illusive Al Qaeda outside

enemyhad been fabricated
and transformed into Enemy

Number One.
This is why a legal procedure directed against the actual perpetrators of 9/11 is absolutely
essential.
History of Al Qaeda
Important to the understanding of 9/11, US intelligence is the unspoken architect of Islamic

terrorism going
back to the heyday of the Soviet-Afghan war.
Bin Laden was 22 years old and was trained in a CIA sponsored guerrilla training camp. Education in
Afghanistan in the years preceding the Soviet-Afghan war was largely secular. With religious textbooks
produced in Nebraska, the number of CIA sponsored religious schools (madrasahs) increased from 2,500
in 1980 to over 39,000.
Advertisements,

paid for from CIA funds, were placed in newspapers and newsletters
around the world offering inducements and motivations to join the [Islamic] Jihad. (Pervez
Hoodbhoy, Peace Research, 1 May 2005)
The

United States spent millions of dollars to supply Afghan schoolchildren with textbooks
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filled with violent images and militant Islamic teachings....The primers, which were filled with
talk of jihad and featured drawings of guns, bullets, soldiers and mines, have served since
then as the Afghan school systems core curriculum. Even the Taliban used the Americanproduced books,.., (Washington Post, 23 March 2002)
Under the Reagan administration, US foreign policy evolved towards the unconditional support and
endorsement of the Islamic freedom

fighters. This endorsement has not in any way been modified.
In a twisted irony, throughout the post 911 era, US intelligence in liaison with Britains MI6, an Israels
Mossad, continues to provide covert support to the radical Islamist organization allegedly responsible for
the 9/11 attacks. Al Qaeda and its various affiliated groups including the Libya Islamic Fighting Group
(LIFG) and factions within the Free Syria Army (FSA) are directly supported by the US and NATO.
In a bitter irony, the US and its allies claim to be waging a war

on terrorismagainst the alleged architects of
9/11, while also using Al Qaeda operatives as their foot-soldiers.

Front row, from left: Major Gen. Hamid Gul, director general of Pakistans
Inter-Services Intelligence Directorate (ISI), Director of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
Willian Webster; Deputy Director for Operations Clair George; an ISI colonel; and senior CIA official,
Milt Bearden at a Mujahideen training camp in North-West Frontier Province of Pakistan in 1987.
(source RAWA)
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Ronald Reagan meets Afghan Mujahideen Commanders at the White House in 1985 (Reagan Archives)
Iraq: Alleged State Sponsor of the 9/11 Attacks
The formulation of a war of retribution conducted in the name of 9/11 was not limited to
Afghanistan.
In the course of 2002, leading up to the invasion of Iraq in March 2003, Osama

bin Laden and Weapons

of
Mass Destructionstatements circulated profusely in the news chain. While Washingtons official position
was that Saddam Hussein was not behind the 9/11 attacks, insinuations abounded both in presidential
speeches as well as in the Western media. According to Bush, in an October 2002 press conference:
The threat comes from Iraq. It arises directly from the Iraqi regimes own actions its history
of aggression, and its drive toward an arsenal of terror. .,.. We also must never forget the
most vivid events of recent history. On September the 11th, 2001, America felt its
vulnerability even to threats that gather on the other side of the earth. We resolved then, and
we are resolved today, to confront every threat, from any source [Iraq], that could bring
sudden terror and suffering to America. President Bush Outlines Iraqi Threat, October 7,
2002)
Barely two weeks before the invasion of Iraq, September 11, 2001 was mentioned abundantly by president
Bush. In the weeks leading up to the March invasion, 45 percent of Americans believed Saddam Hussein
was personally

involvedin the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks. (See . The impact of Bush linking 9/11 and Iraq / The
Christian Science Monitor CSMonitor.com, March 14, 2003)
Meanwhile, a new terrorist mastermind had emerged: Abu
Musab Al-Zarqawi.

In Colin Powells historic address to the United Nations
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Security Council, in February 2003, detailed documentation

on a sinister relationship between Saddam
Hussein and Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi was presented, focussing on his ability to produce deadly chemical,
biological and radiological weapons, with the full support and endorsement of the secular Baathist regime.
The implication of Colins Powells assertions, which were totally fabricated, was that Saddam Hussein and
an Al Qaeda affiliated organization had joined hands in the production of WMD in Northern Iraq and that the
Hussein government was a state

sponsorof terrorism.
The main thrust of the disinformation campaign continued in the wake of the March 2003 US-led invasion
of Iraq. It consisted in presenting the Iraqi resistance movement as terrorists.

 The image of terrorists

opposed to democracyfighting US peacekeepers

appeared on television screens and news tabloids across
the globe.
Iran: Condemned by a New York City Court for Supporting Al Qaeda in the 9/11 Attacks
In the wake of the Iraq invasion, the same alleged state

sponsorshipof terrorism accusations emerged in
relation to Iran.
In December 2011, the Islamic Republic of Iran was condemned by a Manhattan court, for its alleged role
in supporting Al Qaeda in the 9/11 attacks.
The investigation into Tehrans alleged role was launched in 2004, pursuant to a recommendation of the
9/11 Commission regarding

an apparent link between Iran, Hezbollah, and the 9/11 hijackers. The 9/11
Commissions recommendation was that this apparent

linkrequired further

investigation by the U.S.
government.(9/11 Commission Report , p. 241). (See Iran 911 Case ).
In the December 2011 court judgment (Havlish v. Iran) U.S.

District Judge George B. Daniels ruled that Iran
and Hezbollah materially and directly supported al Qaeda in the September 11, 2001 attacks and are
legally responsible for damages to hundreds of family members of 9/11 victims who are plaintiffs in the
case.
According to the plaintiffs attorneys Iran,

Hezbollah, and al Qaeda formed a terror alliance in the early
1990s. Citing their national security and intelligence experts, the attorneys explained how

the pragmatic
terror leaders overcame the Sunni-Shia
 divide in order to confront the U.S. (the Great

Satan) and Israel
(the Lesser

Satan).
 Iran and Hezbollah allegedly provided training

to members of al Qaeda in, among other
things, the use of explosives to destroy large buildings.(See Iran 911 Case ).
This judicial procedure is nothing more than another vicious weapon in the fabricated War

on Terrorto be used against another Muslim country, with a view to destabilizing Iran as well
as justifying ongoing military threats. It also says a lot more about the people behind the
lawsuit than about the accused. The expert witnesses who testified against Iran are very
active in warmongering neocon circles. They belong to a web of architects of the 21st
century Middle-Eastern wars, ranging from high profile propagandists to intelligence and
military officers, including former U.S. officials.
But what makes this case absurd is that in September 2011, a few months before the
judgment, Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, who has questioned the official 9/11
narrative, was accused by Al-Qaeda leaders of spreading

conspiracy theories about the 9/11
attacks. The semi-official media outlet of Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, insisted that alQaeda had

been behind the attacks and criticised the Iranian president for discrediting the
terrorist group.(See Julie Levesque, Iran Accused of being behind 9/11 Attacks. U.S. Court
Judgment, December 2011 (Havlish v. Iran), Global Research, May 11, 2012)
Al Qaeda: US-NATO Foot-soldiers
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Ironically, while Washington accuses Afghanistan, Iraq and Iran of complicity in the 9/11 attacks, the
historical record and evidence indelibly point to the state sponsorshipof Al Qaeda by the CIA, MI6 and
their intelligence counterparts in Pakistan, Qatar and Saudi Arabia.
Realities are turned upside down. Al Qaeda death squads have been recruited to wage Americas
humanitarian wars throughout the Middle East an d North Africa.
In Syria Al Qaeda units were recruited by NATO and the Turkish High command:
Also

discussed in Brussels and Ankara, our sources report, is a campaign to enlist thousands of Muslim
volunteers in Middle East countries and the Muslim world to fight alongside the Syrian rebels. 
(http://www.debka.com/article/21255/ Debkafile, August 31, 2011).
In Libya, jihadists from Afghanistan trained by the CIA were dispatched to fight with the pro-democracy


rebels under the helm of former

Libya Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG) Commander Abdel Hakim Belhadj:
Western policy makers admit that NATOs operations in Libya have played the primary role in
emboldening Al Qaedas AQIM faction (Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb). The Fortune 500-funded
Brookings Institutions Bruce Riedel in his article, The New Al Qaeda Menace,admits that AQIM is now
heavily armed thanks to NATOs intervention in Libya, and that AQIMs base in Mali, North Africa, serves as
a staging ground for terrorist activities across the region. http://www.globalresearch.ca/al-qaeda-and-natospan-arab-terrorist-blitzkrieg/
“Crimes against Civilization”
9/11 mythology has been the mainstay of war propaganda, which in itself constitutes a criminal act under
international law.
Fiction prevails over reality. For propaganda to be effective, public opinion must firmly endorse the official
9/11 narrative to the effect that Al Qaeda was behind the attacks. A well organized structure of media
disinformation is required to reach this objective. Perpetuating the 9/11 Legend also requires defying as
well smearing the 9/11 Truth Movement.
Throughout the post 9/11 era, a panoply of Al Qaeda related events and circumstances is presented to
public opinion on a daily basis. These include terrorist threats, warnings and attacks, police investigations,
insurgencies and counter-insurgencies, country-level regime change, social conflict, sectarian violence,
racism, religious divisions, Islamic thought, Western values, etc.
Muslims are presented as the perpetrators of the 9/11, thereby unleashing a Worldwide
demonization campaign.
In turn, 9/11, Al Qaeda War on Terrorism rhetoric permeates political discourse at all levels of government,
including bipartisan debate on Capitol Hill, in committees of the House and the Senate, at the British House
of Commons, and, lest we forget, at the United Nations Security Council. All these various bodies are
complicit in a criminal project.
September 11 and Al Qaeda concepts, repeated ad nauseam have potentially traumatic impacts on the
human mind and the ability of normal human beings to analyze and comprehend the real

outside World of
war, politics and the economic crisis.
What is at stake is human consciousness and comprehension based on concepts and facts.
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With September 11 there are no verifiable facts

and concepts,

 because 9/11 as well as Al Qaeda have
evolved into a media mythology, a legend, an invented ideological construct, used as an unsubtle tool of
war propaganda.
Al Qaeda constitutes a stylized, fake and almost folkloric abstraction of terrorism, which permeates the
inner consciousness of millions of people around the World.
Reference to Al Qaeda has become a dogma, a belief, which most people espouse unconditionally.
According to the media, “Muslims were behind the attacks”, thereby justifying a war of retribution against
Muslim countries.
Racism and Islamophobia are an integral part of war propaganda.
Is this political indoctrination? Is it brain-washing? If so what is the underlying objective?
Peoples capacity to independently analyse World events, as well as address causal relationships
pertaining to politics and society, is significantly impaired. That is the objective!
The routine use of 9/11 and Al Qaeda to generate blanket explanations of complex political events is meant
to create confusion.
It prevents people from thinking. It strikes at the core of human values. In a sense, it destroys civilization.
All of these complex Al Qaeda related occurrences are explained by politicians, the corporate media,
Hollywood and the Washington think tanks under a single blanket bad

guys heading, in which Al Qaeda is
casually and repeatedly pinpointed as the
 causeof numerous terror events around the World.
The criminality underlying post 9/11 propaganda is of much broader nature, affecting people’s mindsets,
redefining fundamental social, political and institutional relations.
“Crimes against Civilization” have been committed.
9/11 mythology precipitates the World into barbarity.
Copyright © 2014 Global Research
http://www.globalresearch.ca/september-11-2001-the-crimes-of-war-committed-in-the-name-of911/5311561
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THE ELDERS ~ SEPTEMBER 2014 & THE RE-UNION OF HEARTS
Mp3 download www.pleiadianlight.net/free-downloads
You Tube video http://youtu.be/giz1WxH4kwc

Welcome, sweet ones. It gives us great pleasure to be with you in this Now, and particularly in this month of
September as you experience the Equinox on the 22nd and 23rd of September, and, sweet ones, a
deepening sense of these beautiful Rays of Creation, and in particular this fourteenth ray of Interstellar
Service, this beautiful silver flame of Illumination Overlighted by the Pleiadian Emissaries of the Light, that
takes you ever deeper along the Pathways of Divine Love into a greater sense of your service work; into a
deepening sense of your soul and star family and friends of the Light, feeling the support from the many
Legions of Light from On High, and your Beloved I AM Presence as you experience life through your
Master Eyes, with wisdom, insight, illumination and understanding. And this beautiful diamond flame of
Transcendence, sweet ones, that was activated initially in May through the Sedona Vortex and again
through Glastonbury Tor serving as the Divine Feminine Portal of Light, and through the Sedona Vortex as
the Divine Masculine aspects of Creation. These vortices merged through the Lion’s Gateway, the 8:8
Gateway, as you experienced a deeper sense of the Union of Hearts through soul family and friends of the
Light, and a re-balancing and re-calibration of your own inner masculine and feminine spirits; and so, sweet
ones, this process continues ~ and what we wish to share with you is an understanding of how these soul
connections are coming into being, and how karmic mates too are becoming once more soul mates. For it
is in understanding that you walk both the karmic pathways and Christed Timelines, the Pathway of Divine
Love, to know yourselves as Love ~ and you walk too through the victim and persecutor consciousness, for
this is what it is to be in form, choosing the human miscreations to know yourselves as Love and from here,
sweet ones, through letting go of blame, through forgiveness, and through knowing yourself as Love, as
these sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love, you come to embrace all those around you in your Love
and the Love of All Creation.
So let us talk for a moment, sweet ones, of the essence of the soul mergers that are being made with the
existing soul mates. As part of this core group of twelve soul rays, this soul cluster, you are Overlighted by
your Higher Self of the Light as it impulses you from the etheric of Sirius. Your own soul groups, sweet
ones, are the closest in vibrational frequency to yourself, for they are aspects of yourself. And it is through
this soul group that you experience a deeper sense of Love and acceptance, of appreciation, of gratitude,
of magnificence and Light. These soul groups, sweet ones, are usually simply soul brothers and sisters and
soul mates that walk with you in a similar vibration or frequency along the Pathway of Divine Love.
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However even within this group there may be one or two karmic mates, or from your larger group of 144
souls that make up the essence of your Beloved I AM Presence, the highest aspect of your soul Light within
the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God. What is happening collectively is the merging, a Re-union of
Hearts with many soul mates, from your existing soul cluster, and from your monadic group. These 144
souls, sweet ones, are aspects of you that you have played out in creation through both the karmic and the
Christed timelines. There are those that you meet along the Path, sweet ones, that you have an instant
connection with, or a deep sense of knowing. This connection is often experienced simply on the inner
planes for you are part of the same monadic group, all vibrating at a similar frequency as monadic clusters,
magnetically drawn to each other through lifetimes and parallel realities of having chosen to be soul mates,
or having chosen particular life lessons together, and so in meeting once more there is a sense of
familiarity and there is at a Higher Light level a deepening again of these soul mates in Unity and in Love
through your connection to one another.
On a physical level this can often appear as the merging of twin flames, and yet it is simply a Re-union of
Hearts, the merging of soul mates, into a greater level of balance and wholeness within yourselves as
these sacred transfiguring flames of Divine Love, and the inner merging of your Divine Masculine and
Feminine Spirits. For in coming together with these soul mates you are healing the wounded aspects of the
Divine Masculine and Feminine archetypes of Creation. How this may be experienced on a physical level,
sweet ones, is through the essence of this sacred sexual energy, as it moves through each one of the
chakras, clearing out false beliefs and judgments. This sacred sexual energy is created through this union
at a Higher Light level ~ it takes you into a deep sense of bliss, of tantra, of union with another. Accept it,
experience it, and let go of any sense of projection into this energy, sweet ones, as the kundalini and tantric
channels activate too, and the chakras shift into the appropriate fibonacci ratio sequences so that you are
aligned to a greater level of the Unity Heart of All Creation, and the merging with your Beloved I AM
Presence. These soul mate connections, these mergings with soul mates on the inner plane, do not often
come into the physical. These timelines in which you were lovers, or partners or experienced particular life
lessons to know yourselves as Love, are healed and transmuted and merged into union, and this sacred
sexual energy is a natural part, sweet ones, of this expression of this Re-union of Hearts. When it is done
without projection, simply as an Open Heart, often this energy will transmute, or be lifted into a greater
frequency of Divine Love it lifts you too into a deeper sense of Love, of Innocence, of Purity, of being seen
and recognized for the Light of who you are, and have forever been, sweet ones.
So let us set our sacred space, sweet ones, as we take you deep into the Unity Grid of Divine Love, as we
create for you a personal vortex, that you can utilize in your service work and on a planetary level to assist
in bringing about the Activation Key Codes of this New Golden Age of Light, so all Life may know
themselves in Divine Love, in Unity Consciousness, in Empowerment, in Love, in Wisdom, Insight and
Understanding.
And so these connections are coming more rapidly for many of you as you develop greater levels of
sensitivity, intuition, telepathy, clairaudience, clairvoyance, these natural abilities, these extra-sensory
perception skills that are part of you, that amplify too at this time. What is also being experienced, sweet
ones, is the ability through your forgiveness and Love and letting go of blame, of merging with the karmic
mates and taking this back into the essence of the soul mates, for it is to recognize indeed that the karmic
mates, those with whom you have experienced the greatest levels of pain, of heartache, of bitterness, of
anger, of hatred, of rage ~ are simply the aspects of yourself that you are integrating and letting go of, as
much as you are of the victim and persecutor consciousness; and there is no judgment, sweet ones, for
you walk the karmic path as well as the Christed Timelines, and this clearing that is going on for all of you is
allowing you to not only be these Open Hearts in this Golden Age of Light, but further to this to experience
a Pathway, or Portal of Light so that others may follow you into greater levels of the knowing of their
magnificence and Light.
The karmic mates, sweet ones, will only allow this connection, this soul connection through their Higher
Self of the Light, if you come in Love, and more than this, if you come in appreciation of the lessons that
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you have experienced. If you come in deep humility, in purity, in innocence, in forgiveness and Love, this
soul will open to you at a Higher Light level. It requires a great deal of trust, to allow yourself to open at this
level, sweet ones, for it is indeed the healing of the wounding of your Divine Masculine and Feminine
Spirits. This is this gift that is given to you through the beautiful diamond Flame of Transcendence, this
eighteenth ray of Melchizedek Consciousness and Light.
Additionally, sweet ones, this diamond ray of Transcendence further activates the diamond Light
Body/Merkaba Field, and this too is lifting you through all dimensions of Light ~ through the third
dimension, to the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, and the ninth, back into the Cosmic
Heart of Mother/Father God.
The Lightbody/Merkaba is this living Divine Intelligence powered by your Christed mind working in
alignment with Mother/Father God. It is the ascension vehicle of Light used for inter-dimensional travel and
takes you in soul consciousness into the higher dimensions. Once fully activated it extends approximately
54 feet or 16.2 metres in diameter around you, and holds within it all the codes of the Templatings of the
New Earth frequencies. It further assists in creating a radiant etheric electronic Body of Light, the perfect
Adam Kadmon blueprint, and links you too into the Unity Grid of Divine Love, within and around the earthplane, and from here into the Unified Hologram of Love, of All Life, through the Cosmic I AM Avatar
Consciousness of Light.
So let us set our sacred space, sweet ones, as we come into a deeper sense of this Reunion of Hearts and
experience an attunement through the Lightbody/Merkaba energy of Light. So for a moment now sitting in
your sacred space, simply breathe into the body. Breathe initially in through the nose and out the mouth,
and as you breathe out through the mouth just allow yourselves to release all that needs to be released in
this Now. Breathing in gently, breathing out in such a way that you start to release what is needing to be
released in this Now, and finding a balance now in deep rhythmic breaths, feeling into the body, feeling into
the physical body, as you start to breathe now through the nose ~ inhaling through the nose, exhaling
through the nose, focusing on the lower abdominal muscles, expanding the lower abdomen as you breathe
in, contracting the lower abdomen as you breathe out, and finding this rhythmic breath that still allows you
the sense of breathing in the Light of Creation, and releasing what needs to be released, through this inbreath and out-breath.
And you find yourselves now, sweet ones, surrounded in this beautiful diamond Flame of Transcendence.
This beautiful diamond flame activates through the heart chakra, connecting you now in soul
consciousness to your Beloved I AM Presence and all the Illumined Beings of Light from On High. And as
you merge with your Beloved I AM Presence, as you merge deeper and deeper into the knowing of
yourselves as these sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love and Master Beings of Light, you move
deep into your Heart’s Temple, into your Heart’s Dreaming, and your Heart’s Joy.
And now you are surrounded in a beautiful silver Flame of Illumination brought in by the Pleiadian
Emissaries of the Light. This beautiful silver Flame of Illumination shows you the pathway forward in
wisdom, in understanding, in Divine Intelligence, in Love, in Illumination, and you allow yourselves to simply
see, sweet ones, into the greatest level of Light along the Pathway of Divine Love and through the Christed
Timelines as you fulfill your Heart’s Dreaming and your Soul Purpose with your friends and family of the
Light. And now you find yourself grounding into the crystal heart of Mother Earth. As you connect into the
crystal heart of Mother Earth, visualizing a cord of any color of your choosing coming from the sacral
chakra and into the energy of Mother Earth ~ you wrap this around a beautiful crystal, as Mother Earth
sends you Her Love back up your grounding cord and into your body and energy field. You start to feel the
diamond Core of Creation through Mother Earth, you start to experience the crystalline Matrix and now the
Unity Grid of Divine Love, and the Patterns of Perfection, as you link now into the Unity Grid of Divine Love,
within you and around you ~ connecting now to Soul family and friends of the Light, to the Light workers,
and now to the many Legions of Light from On High, as you invoke the Overlighting of Mother/Father God.
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Calling in now the Pleiadians, the Sirians, the Arcturians, the Andromedans, all of the Light, the
Brotherhood of the Light, and Lord Melchizedek, Lord Metatron, Lord Maitreya, Sanat Kumara, Lord
Buddha, Helios and Vesta, the Archangels and their Divine Feminine Counterparts and Legions of Light,
the Mighty Elohim and their Divine Feminine Counterparts, the Ray Masters, the Ascended Masters, and all
the Beings of Light from On High that you personally acknowledge. They are joining you now in this sacred
space, sweet ones, they are experiencing your Light and your Divine Love, as you are experiencing theirs.
And as you come together as one Unified Cosmic Heart, as your energy field starts to expand now, you
move deep into your Heart’s Temple, into the Temple within your heart that is so sacred, that is an innocent,
loving energy that remains within the soul consciousness of your heart ~ within this energy of Love, you are
embraced, deeply loved, deeply appreciated, and seen in your full magnificence and Light, sweet ones, as
these sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love.
And now within your sacred heart-space you bring the focus now to the merging of karmic mates. You are
ready, sweet ones, to completely let go of blame, to find forgiveness, and more than this to experience a
greater sense of trust as you heal the Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine Spirits within yourselves. The
karmic mates, sweet ones, can be brothers or sisters, parents, partners, ex-partners, husbands, wives,
those with whom you have disharmony, those with whom you have experienced difficulty on any level, of
not being seen, or heard, or appreciated. And just allow the image of the person that comes to mind to be
drawn now into your sacred space at a Higher Light level, as you connect now through your Higher Self of
the Light to the Higher Self of the Light of this person, surrounding them in this beautiful diamond Flame of
Transcendence, this beautiful silver Flame of Illumination, and now this beautiful pink Flame of Divine Love.
As you make this connection at a soul level you let them know firstly ~ “I Love you and I forgive you, as I
Love and forgive myself. I want you to know that the lessons that I have experienced with you ~ that we
have chosen together in our pre-birth agreements ~ have humbled me. I see you as this beautiful soul
mate who has chosen this journey with me so that each of us can heal the Divine Masculine and Feminine
Spirits within ourselves to know ourselves as Love. Please trust me and know that I come in Love. Please
open to me, as I open to you, so together we can heal our wounds, so together we can experience once
more this merging energetically in a level of appreciation and Love that we have experienced previously, for
we are soul mates at the highest level of our Beingness. I am grateful for these lessons that I have
experienced with you. You are a master teacher, and a very brave and courageous soul to take on and
perpetuate the victim and persecutor consciousness, as I have, and to experience your full range of
emotions, as I have. And I see in that in blaming you, in holding on to my anger, in holding on to my rage,
and my pain, I cannot heal our relationship. And so I ask you ~ please allow me to merge energetically ~ let
us heal our pain together, let us know that we have chosen this Now moment to re-experience a Re-union
of Hearts, for I know that we have experienced many lifetimes together and not all of them have been
through the karmic pathway, for we are both great, courageous souls, and this journey in this Now will allow
us to truly heal our wounds and to feel this Love with one another again, so we can bring an end to the
karmic pathway as we walk the Christed Timelines.”
And you wait now, sweet ones, as you hear what this beautiful soul has to say, for you acknowledge this
karmic mate as a soul mate. You acknowledge there have been lifetimes in which you have loved each
other dearly. All karmic mates have experienced many lifetimes together, sweet ones, and you recognize
and know that this soul is part of your monadic family of Light. You allow this soul at this Higher Light level
to express its gratitude to you ~ you will know if it is right to enter, for it is only in the deepest levels of trust,
purity, innocence and Love that you will enter into the heart of a karmic mate, sweet ones.
Just feel this love for this karmic mate, as this soul speaks to you, tells you what you need to hear to be
able to shift your relationship; to be able to heal the wounds of the Divine Masculine or the Divine
Feminine. As these rays amplify, this beautiful diamond Flame of Transcendence, this beautiful silver Flame
of Illumination, and this beautiful pink Flame of Divine Love, you find yourselves merging now, sweet ones,
at a soul level ~ feeling the fibonacci ratio spirals activating now into the appropriate Fibonacci ratios. The
base chakra links through a golden infinity symbol from your base chakra to that of the karmic soul mate, at
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a Fibonacci ratio sequence of 8/5 (8 to 5). Through the sacral chakra, as this merging continues, the
Fibonacci ratio is 13/8, experienced through a golden infinity symbol. From the solar plexus chakra this
beautiful golden infinity symbol continues to spiral, as the Fibonacci ratio activates here at 21/13. Through
the heart chakra at 34/21, through the throat at 55/34, through the third eye at 89/55, and lastly now
through the crown chakra at 144/89. As you experience this merging through the Shekinah energy, sweet
ones, you find yourself being lifted into this monadic group within which the karmic mate resides, and
merging now with others within this circle that you may have experienced karmic contracts with, that you
may need to shift your relationships. Wonderful.
Just allow yourself, sweet ones, to trust and surrender to this process, to know that this beautiful diamond
Flame of Transcendence takes you into the highest aspects of Creation that you can experience, moving
into wholeness and into Union, that it is experienced through the re-balancing of the Divine Masculine and
Feminine aspects of Creation into the Godhead.
And now as you continue merging with this monadic soul group, with those soul rays within this group of
144 souls that with you make up the energy of your Beloved I AM Presence, you may find that there are
soul mates that you are connecting with on the inner planes, and you allow this tantric and kundalini energy
that may activate to simply be experienced, without projection, without intention, without expectation,
transmuting it into a finer frequency, into a finer vibration of Divine Love and Union with your Divine
Masculine and Feminine Spirits.
Wonderful, sweet ones.
This energy that amplifies is experienced through the Full Moon on September 8th and 9th. It is a time to
be clear in your intentions, sweet ones, aligning deep into the Will of God, clearing these karmic
connections, shifting the karmic connections back into the energy of soul mates, and know too, that this
monadic group merges with monadic groups in vibratory frequency within and around them, for this then is
the connection into the Group I AM Avatar Consciousness, and so your own monadic group of 144 souls
will start to merge with the next monadic group of 144 souls. As you step into a deeper alignment to the
Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God, you create these Pathways of Light, not only for yourselves but for all
other souls too, sweet ones. This is experienced initially through the Group I AM Avatar Presence, and as
you experience the September Equinox now on September the 22nd & 23rd, as you come deep within your
hearts, you experience the activation of the golden Solar Sun Disc of Light within your hearts.
The golden Solar Sun Disc of Light links you now into the Inner Earth Sun, into the Sun, the Central Sun,
and the Great Central Sun, and in this radiance and magnificence and Light, sweet ones, you are able to
activate the Lightbody/Merkaba Field and we will take you through these Light Dimensional Attunements,
for the Lightbody/Merkaba Activation connects you to the dimensions of Light, to these Beings of Light from
On High. We will give you a sense, sweet ones, of what these energies are, to be experienced
dimensionally, as you shift into these higher dimensional fields of Light, as you experience the Rays of
Creation, as you walk hand in hand with karmic mates and soul mates, this is how you truly know yourself
as Love.
You now affirm: “I ask to be attuned to Sanat Kumara, Lord Buddha, the Planetary Spiritual Hierarchy and
the energy of Shambhala and the Earth through a golden Flame of Light.”
You now visualize this golden flame of Light coming in through the crown chakra, and into your body as you
now bring in a beautiful golden bubble of Light six feet, 1.8 metres, in diameter around you, as you focus on
the Fibonacci ration 8/5, eleven times Godspeed to Infinity.
You now affirm: “I ask to be attuned to the energy of Helios and Vesta, and the Sun, and Solar Core
through a copper-gold Flame of Light.”
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You now visualize this copper-gold Flame of Light coming in through a portal 0.02 feet, or 6 centimetres
above the crown chakra, and through the crown chakra and into your body, as you now bring in a beautiful
copper-gold bubble of Light 6.4 feet, 1.92 metres, in diameter all around you as you focus on the Fibonacci
ratio 13/8, twenty-two times Godspeed to Infinity.
And you now affirm: “I ask to be attuned to the energy of the Pleiadian Emissaries of the Light and the
Pleiades, through a silver flame of Light.”
You now visualize this silver flame of Light coming in through a fifth dimensional portal 0.6 feet, or 18
centimetres above the crown chakra, in through the crown chakra and into your body. You now bring in a
silver bubble of Light 7.2 feet, 2.16 metres, in diameter all around you, as you focus on the Fibonacci ratio
21/13, thirty three times Godspeed to Infinity.
You now affirm: “I ask to be attuned to the energy of the Sirian Archangelic League of the Light and Sirius,
through a silver-gold flame of Light.”
You now visualize this silver-gold flame of light coming in through a sixth dimensional portal 2.4 feet or 72
centimetres above the crown chakra, then through the crown chakra and into your body, as you now bring
in a silver-gold bubble of Light 10.8 feet, 3.24 metres in diameter all around you, as you focus on the
Fibonacci ratio of 34/21, forty four times Godspeed to Infinity.
You now affirm: “I ask to be attuned to the energy of the Andromedan Intergalactic Beings of the Light and
Andromeda, through a golden-white flame of Light.”
You now visualize this golden-white flame of Light coming in 3 feet or 90 centimetres above the crown
chakra, and now into your body. You now bring in a golden-white bubble of Light 12 feet, 3.6 metres in
diameter all around you, as you focus on the Fibonacci ratio of 55/34, fifty five times Godspeed to Infinity.
You now affirm: “I ask to be attuned to the energy of the Melchizedek Brotherhood of the Light and Orion
through a platinum flame of Light.”
You now visualize this platinum flame of Light coming in from 5.4 feet or 1.62 metres above the crown
chakra, in through the crown chakra and into your body. You now bring in a platinum bubble of Light 16.8
feet or 5.04 metres in diameter all around you, as you focus on the Fibonacci ratio 89/55, sixty six time
Godspeed to Infinity.
And now sweet ones, you affirm: “I ask to be attuned to the energy of the Mahatma, the Cosmic Avatar of
Synthesis, and Mother/Father God, through a diamond flame of Light.”
You now visualize this diamond flame of Light coming in through a ninth dimensional portal 24 feet or 7.2
metres above the crown chakra, in through the crown chakra and into your body. As you now bring in this
diamond sphere of Light, 54 feet or 16.8 metres in diameter all around you, you focus on the Fibonacci
ratio 144/89, seventy seven times Godspeed to Infinity.
And now, sweet ones, within this beautiful diamond sphere, a beautiful golden Flower of Life appears and
you have a deeper sense now of merging, through the karmic mates, as you see yourself on the Christed
Timelines with them, as you see the timelines that you have experienced, the levels of initiation and selfmastery with these beautiful Beings of Light, as you see the energy that draws you now is one of Love, of
Purity, of Innocence, of Gratitude, of Appreciation, of Humility. And above all, of choosing this lesson, this
experience, this karmic journey, for the healing of your Soul wounds, for the experience of knowing
yourselves in your full magnificence and Light, through the merging of your inner Divine Masculine and
Feminine Spirits of Light.
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Wonderful, sweet ones.
And now you experience yourself on the Unity Grid of Divine Love, as the New Earth Templates activate at
a deeper Divine octave frequency that you are transmitting now into the beautiful Unity Grid of Divine Love.
You wrap Mother Earth and all her Life in this diamond Flame of Transcendence, this silver Flame of
Illumination, and now this pink Flame of Divine Love, as you find yourself now entering into the 25th Portal
of Light ~ one of the 33 Portals of Light activated now in this sacred year of 2014, following the Spiritual
Laws of Creation that create a map and deeper pathway into this Golden Age of Light. This Law, sweet
ones, is the Law of Surrender, and as you are wrapped now in this beautiful silver flame of Illumination and
the Overlighting of the Pleiadian Emissaries of the Light you take yourself into the surrender, into the trust
and faith in God. Know, sweet ones, that you have never been abandoned ~ know sweet ones that in the
surrender of self you are experiencing your true nature, your full magnificence and Light.
When you truly believe, when you truly know that you are Love, you will experience the Love of All
Creation, and know and believe that you are Overlighted and guided by your Beloved I AM Presence in this
Golden Age of Light, and the Overlighting of Mother/Father God and the many Illumined Beings of Light
who shine a Pathway of Light for you always, and it is taking this pathway through the merging of your
Divine Masculine and Feminine Spirits. For when you are able to see the Mother and Father within
yourself, as the loving parents, you gently guide the negative ego as the child, loving it with discipline, with
faith, with belief, with trust, and this is what you are called upon to do for yourselves, sweet ones ~ trust,
and surrender to life ~ trust and surrender to Mother/Father God. Have faith and know that all is Divinely
Perfect in each and every Now moment, taking you always deeper into the Cosmic heart of Mother/Father
God.
You now activate the 25th Cosmic Christ Holographic Disc, this silver disc, along the spinal column, into the
appropriate vertebra along the spinal column, as the cerebral spinal fluid activates, activating too the
chakras, the nadis, the pineal, the pituitary, the hypothalamus and the thalamus glands. This recalibration
brings a greater sense of knowing that you are on the right path as you experience your own personal
sense of this Law of Surrender, sweet ones. Good.
And now sweet ones, you are taken into the 26th Spiritual Stargate of Light. As this Portal of Light activates
within the New Earth Templates you experience yourself within this Portal and within your sacred heart and
within your sacred space, connecting with the Light workers and star seeded ones, Overlighting you and
walking this pathway with you, sweet ones. This is the Law of No Judgment ~ the Universal Mind does not
judge, and as you know, under the Law of Equality your judgment attracts judgment of equal measure.
There is no judgment, sweet ones, as we say to you ~ you move through the karmic timelines and the
victim and persecutor consciousness aspects of yourself to know yourself as Love, on this plane of polarity.
But the Christed Timelines and the Pathways of Divine Love have been created by many of you too, as you
have come into Love and Forgiveness, as you have come into that place of purity, and innocence, of
coming home, within your hearts, and it will bring for you a greater level of joy ~ and you allow yourself to
simply let go of self-judgment, and judgment of others.
There is no Day of Reckoning, but there is indeed always balancing of the planes of polarity. And this
dance takes you into a greater equilibrium of the highest aspects of the Consciousness and Light that you
are as these sacred transfiguring flames of Divine Love, and the courage that you have through your prebirth agreements. And we say to you too, sweet ones, that these karmic timelines are indeed coming to an
end, for you have been clearing not only for yourself, but for all humanity and you have been creating these
Pathways of Divine Love, and they have not been easy ~ they have been very challenging for many of you,
but know now that you are soothed in spirit and in heart, and these lessons are being understood, as you
are coming to appreciate yourself and love yourself more, this is what you extend to others. One of the
greatest gifts that you can give yourself is letting go of self-judgment and lesser-than and better-than
consciousness, sweet ones. As you now experience this 26th Cosmic Christ Holographic Disc activate
within the spinal column along the appropriate vertebrae, you allow this recalibration, this fluidic flow of
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energy and movement to release old cellular memories and patternings that create this sense of judgment
and lesser-than and better-than consciousness. Wonderful, sweet ones.
Lastly now, you experience the 27th Stargate Portal of Light ~ as you enter into this Stargate Portal of Light
you see too that you are surrounded by your soul and star family and friends and this beautiful silver ray of
Illumination, this Portal holds the Law of Karma, the natural principle of cause and effect. And sweet ones,
you understand the cycle of all things, that determines causations and effects of any event when used in
consciousness and understanding. You are able to find harmony and balance through knowledge, wisdom
and the understanding of this universal law. The knowing of how you live produces the desired effects in
your life. You come into a deeper sense of grace, of appreciation, of understanding, of illumination, of
insight and wisdom and Divine Love, sweet ones, when you understand the principle of the Law of Karma,
of cause and effect, of the pre-birth agreements that we have spoken of, of the energy within yourself that
is released in these encounters with others.
It is to know, for the most part, the karmic mates are blameless, for they act according to the current level of
awareness they have. There are too, though, alterings made to the timelines, deviances that are
sometimes made by souls through their own freewill. These deviances, sweet ones, are not part of pre-birth
agreements or soul contracts, and those with whom you may experience these events will generally not
come from your own soul group, or monadic group. These karmic events will accrue additional karma for
only that soul involved, and the soul that has experienced such karma not required for its soul growth will
find itself escalated to a greater level of Divine Light. There is always balance in the Universe, sweet ones.
We have spoken to you simply of the understanding that many of the karmic mates are indeed soul mates,
Beings of great Love, like yourself, at this soul level, and when you are ready to experience this forgiveness
and this Love, you will indeed heal yourselves of all the wounds that you may have as you experience the
re-balancing of your Divine Masculine and Feminine Spirits.
And so sweet ones, we leave you there as you take this beautiful diamond flame of Light, this silver Flame
of Illumination, and this pink Flame of Divine Love into Mount Denali in Alaska, so that these activations
may be transmitted from this sacred Portal of Light through all of Mother Earth’s chakras, through the ley
lines and sacred sites, and from here into the hearts and minds of all awakened souls ready to embrace
themselves in the next level of Divine Love as this Re-union of Souls, as this Re-Union of Hearts, as you
come together as One Unified Cosmic field of Divine Love.
As you experience the New Moon on September 23rd and 24th, sweet ones, this is also a powerful time of
re-union for the inner masculine and feminine re-balancing, in the embrace of your Divine Masculine and
Feminine Spirits. You are indeed shifting the consciousness of all Life, of suppression and control, healing
the wounds, to love all man and to love all woman, and we embrace you for your magnificence and your
Light and for your service work, sweet ones.
And you gently come back into your sacred space, grounding once more into the crystal heart of Mother
Earth, and keeping the connection open to all the Illumined Beings of Light from On High, and we bless you
for your service work, sweet ones, and we thank you, and with this we bid you a most magical day.
Transcribe by Eadie Miller
Mp3 download www.pleiadianlight.net/free-downloads
You Tube video http://youtu.be/giz1WxH4kwc
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2014, Sept 13
The Oracle Report
Saturday, September 13, 2014
Disseminating Moon Phase: share
Moon in Taurus
Ruling Mahavidya: Shodashi (Goddess of Beauty) and Matangi (Goddess of Wind)
Skill: believe and trust
Negative Imprint: dishonor, lies, foolishness, excuses, betrayal, escapism, issues of security
Positive Imprint: valor, commitment, protection, representation, exposure of lies, cleaning and clearing
Within the midst of intense solar activity, we find the calm in the storm today. The calm produces an
opening - en eye. Today, we punch through that opening.
We bring a long heritage, a long lineage with us. We are rooted and grounded with our ancestors. We
honor their memory by maintaining integrity and honor. We strengthen the lineage of humanity by holding
the line with all that is good.
This month's energy is drawing us back in line with what is in the highest and best interests of our souls.
As I mentioned earlier in the week, what is good for the soul is often hard on the human. The lines of our
lives are crossing all over the place. People are crossing the lines in good ways and bad ways. Fools
abound.
From all of this, we receive revelations of spirit and truth which we will begin to implement and manifest.
This begins in small ways now and expands exponentially over the next lunar cycle, the Libra cycle, which
begins on September 24. New information is getting ready to break through in a concerted wave.
Even the most solid foundations are rocked by the sonic wave of Shodashi, this month's ruling Mahavidya
(Wisdom Goddess). Sometimes the course we are on is far off from where we should be or want to be. In
these cases, the course corrections can be quite upsetting and destabilizing. Take a gander of this
volcanic eruption with sonic boom in Papua, New Guinea recorded on August 29, a few days after the
beginning of Shodashi's cycle.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuOp5nbXe_4
Sonic Shodashi.
The thing to remember is that we are being divinely guided. Believe it. Trust it. It will bring you through the
storm and to the calm of the eye. Shifts of focus come about from this. We've been holding the line all
month and now we are going to line up and follow Shodashi's line as she leads us through to the calm.
Today, follow the course. Go with the flow. Be the calm.
(Stay tuned for a separate report tomorrow. And please find those moments of beauty, take a snapshot,
and send it in!)
Thank you for supporting the Oracle Report. Blessings to all!
http://www.oraclereport.com/
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2014, Sept 9 ITCCS News Flash: Highest catholic official in Ireland resigns after public exposure
Posted on September 9, 2014
Irish Cardinal Sean Brady to step down
Dublin, September 9, 2014:
Cardinal Sean Brady offered his resignation today after it was recently revealed that he forced an 11 year
old rape victim to sign a statement denying that he was molested and assaulted by catholic priests. This
exposure of Brady happened recently on Sean Maguire’s blog radio program featuring ITCCS spokesman
Kevin Annett and eyewitnesses to Brady’s action.
In related news, the ITCCS and its common law courts are convening a public inquiry this month into
Cardinal Brady’s attempted cover up of the mass killing of newborn babies at a catholic home in Tuam,
Ireland. The remains of over 800 babies were discovered months ago in a cistern connected to the catholic
home. Stay tuned for updates at www.itccs.org
.
Posted in Action: What to Do, Canada, Canon Law, Cardinal Sean Brady, Catholic Church, Charges Laid, Child
Trafficking, Chuch of England, Church of Rome, Crimen Solicitationas, Crown of England, England, Ethnic
Cleansing, Genocide, Historical Background, Holy See, Ireland, Italy, Jesuits, Jorge Bergoglio, Joseph
Ratzinger, Kevin Annett, Legal Background, Media, Not in Our Name, Occupy the Vatican, Papal Deception,
Pope Benedict, Pope Francis the First, Public International Court of Justice, Rev. Kevin Annett, Ritual Murder of
Children, Ritual Rape, Roman Catholic Church, Satanic Ritual Torture, Testimonies of Survivors and
Eyewitnesses, The International Common Law Court of Justice, Toos Nijenhuis, Torture, Vatican

http://itccs.org/
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